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aret Says
The Way
story p. 11

Au Sable Hall Slated
For Addition in 1990
Tim Syrek
News Writer
In order to solve what is called
an “emergency situation,” Grand
Valley State University will build
an addition to Au Sable Hall.
The GVSU Board of Control
unanimously approved a $1.6 mil
lion addition that will add 42 fac
ulty offices and six classrooms.
“Last fall our enrollment in
creased by 9 percent. This year,
we are conservatively figuring that
our enrollment will increase by 5
or 5.5 percent.” said GVSU Presi
dent Arend Lubbers. “This means
more classes and more faculty. At
the present time one of our most
pressing space needs is for faculty
offices followed by the need for
classrooms.”
He said classrooms and offices
on campus are utilized as high as
anywhere in the country from
morning to late afternoon and then
picks up again for evenings.
“What we are proposing, and it
is somewhat an emergency situ
ation, is to add (offices and class

Drunk Driving
Costs a Bundle
Pam Thompson

rooms) to Au Sable Hall,” Lub
bers said.
The project also will include the
repairs of walks and landscaping
of the south side of campus.
“The walks are crumbling, the
traffic pattern has changed and
there are many walks where there
is no concrete,” said Lubbers.
The entire project will be funded
by revenue bonds that the univer
sity will pay off over future years
An addition on Au Sable Hall is estimatedfo r completion in January
and hopefully some alumni sup
o f1990. The severe lack o f classroom and office space is considered
port.
an emergency by planners.
Photo! Robert Cooley
“We may ask our alumni to take
on a major fund-raising project to
There was also unanimous ap
ward by the GVSU student senate
finance this whole program,”
proval topurchase the Happy Hour
and will be assessed every winter
Lubbers said. “So far, our alumni
Bar property, for $160,000. The
and fall term.
board is interested in it. We might
building will be razed this spring
The life fee will generate an
even name the building Alumni
to make room for a parking lot
estimated$2l8,580 in the 1989-90
Hall.”
After deciding to spend $1.8
school year, and $226,580in 1990Lubbers said final designs for
million, the board then voted raise
91.
the building will be presented
additional revenue though twonew
“A $25 registration fee win be
before the board April 28. Con
student fees.
assessed each term to all degree
struction is scheduled to be com
“The student life fee would be a
seeking students beginning this
pleted by January, 1990.
$20 per semester fee assessed to
summer,” said Merkle.
The board unanimously ap
all undergraduate students,” said
He said the registration fee will
proved DeWinter Associates and
Dean of Students Bart MerkJe.
begin in the summer and the life
M.C. Smith and Associates as
He said the fee originally
fee will begin to take effect in the
architects for the project.
evolved from a proposal put for
fall of 1989.

N ew * Writer

Ottawa County is starting to crack
down on drunk drivers. There is
extra enforcement on M-45 and
fines are increasing rapidly.
A few years ago, operating
under the influence of alcohol
(OUIL) would be only a $ 100-150
fine, “which was really no big
deal,” according to A1 Wygant,
Chief of Police at Grand Valley.
In the past 4^5 years, the fine for an
OUIL has increased dramatically.
The severity of the charges and
fines also goes up with each
persons’s offense.
The department of Public
Safety recently printed a recap of a
few cases that took place fall and
winter semester. The recap listed
the charges and fines issued to
those who were prosecuted.
In one case, the subject was
charged with an OUIL and driving
while license suspended (DWLS).
The subject received a $550 fine,
180days suspendedlicense,4days
in jail for the OUIL and 4 days in
jail for the DWLS.
One person received a $450
fine and 3 days in jail for OUIL

B allet at

GVSU
Emma Saforcada, a
native o f France and
trained at the Paris
Opera Ballet, came
to Grand Valley
along with her
husband, Jeff Baum.
The two dancers,
currently members of
Ballet Arizona, were
guests o f dance
classes earlier this
week.
Photo! Julie Edinger

only. Another received a $562
fine, 180 days suspended license,
and 1 day in jail. In another case,
a lone DWLS netted a $150 fine
and 3 days in jail. Refusing to a
take a portable breath test (PBT)
cost one person a $160.
The fines that are issued to
someone do not include any attor
ney fees,WygantpointedouL The
whole cost of an OUIL, including
the fines and attorney fees, would
average from about $800 to $ 1000.
“An OUIL could financially de
stroy someone paying for tuition,”
said Wygant.

Microwaves
Being Installed
Nicki Sharko
News Writer

Grants May Suffer Under Bush's Budget
(CPS)— Overall spending on
college student aid would drop a
little, certain kinds of grants would
disappear, black colleges would
get more money and the federal
government would provide less
money for students to borrow under
the budget proposal President
George Bush made to Congress
Feb. 9.
The proposal, which congress
will now weigh, covers federal
higher education spending for the
Oct. 1, 1989 through Sept. 30,

1990 fiscal year.
“It looks more impressive than
it actually is,” said Charles Saun
ders of the American Council on
Education (ACE) of the proposed
budget.
Janet Lieberman of the United
States Student A ssociation
(USSA), which represents cam
pus presidents in the capitol,
contended Bush “is actually cut
ting educauon funding by not al
lowing for inflation. He says he's
freezing defense spending, but

there he’s allowing for inflation.”
Yet all the lobbying groups that
will be trying to wring more money
out of the government for colleges
during the budget process were far
less alarmed by Bush’s proposed
education budget than they had
been by Ronald Reagan's
"There is a new climate,” Saun
ders explained. “It’s refreshing to
have a guy (like U.S. Dept, of
Education Secretary Lauro Cavasos). It’s much better than
(President Reagan’s Secretary of

Education William) Bennett, who
would come in and say ‘Okay you
bastards, we’re gonna cut your
funding.’”
In fact. Bush’s conciliatory tone
prompted Lieberman to call the
upcoming budget debate “a negotiauon instead of a battle.”
“It’s a significant improvement
over what we got from Reagan,"
added ACE’s David Merkowitz.
“Last year was the first year Re
agan didn ’t try to decimate student
See BUDGET, p. 2

Two microwaves, purchased by
the student senate, have arrived.
One has already been installed in
the Deli, and the second will be
installed in the Galley within a
week, according to Brien Worrell,
vice-president of community
affairs for the Student Senate.
Worrelt noted that the
microwaves, which cost the senate
approximately $300 apiece, will
be available for use anytime.
Worrell
believes
the
microwaves will go over “very
well” because he received several
complaints last year that student
senate funds were not being used
for commuter students.
The purchase was first proposed
last year when com muting students
complained about having no way
to heat up their lunches.
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Police
Beat

The
R eagan
L egacy

TrafficAccidents
Since February 14, there have
been three traffic accidents. All
three were propoty damage only.
No one was injured.

“As long as we remember ourfirst
principlesandbelieveinourselves,
the future w ill always be ours."
—Ronald Reagan
(News USA)— The nation was
reeling at home and abroad when
Ronald Wilson Reagan was sworn
in. The dollar was gasping, with
12 percent inflation and 21 per
cent interest rates. Fifty Ameri
cans had been held hostage in our
own embassy in Iran for some 444
days. Even President Carter had
spoken of the nation’s malaise.
Reagan went to Washington in
January 1981 insisting that
America’s best days were yet
ahead— and that the day to solv
ing the nation’s problems lay in
her people, not her government
He made many Americans believe
it, too.
Within months of his inaugu
ration, an assassin’s bullet came
close to ending his life.
Following the assassination
attempt in March 1981, Reagan’s
sense of mission intensified. He
had always said America was
God’s country. Now, he told
friends, he owed his life to God
and would rededicate it in service
to America.
Reagan came into office sternly
critical of deficit spending, yet he
bequeathed to George Bush the

largest deficits in U.S. history. He
saw the United States move from
the world’s leading lender to the
world’s largest borrower.
He also brought the longest
period of economic expansion in
the nation’s history.
His administration was not

Larcenies
On February 13, a complaint
was made of a missing or stolen
vacuum cleaner from its storage
area in the Physical Plant
On February 15,'it was reported
that several items, including
speakers, a cassette deck and an
equalizer were stolen out of a car
in Lot D.
On February 16, a wallet was
stolen from an unlocked dorm
room in Kistler.

Ronald Reagan went into the White House insisting that America's
best days were still ahead. He left office the most popular president o f
modern America.
without critics. His cuts in the
funding for programs to help the
nation’s needy and a severe reces
sion in his first term led some to
view him as unconcerned about
the plight of thepoor. A troubling
pattern of ethics abuses stained his
administration.
Reagan suffered foreign pol
icy reverses in Nicaragua, Panama
and Lebanon, where nine Ameri
cans remained as hostages through
the end of his term, but he has
earned a slew of world affairs tro
phies. Democracy is now the norm
rather than the exception in Latin
America, regional conflicts in
Afghanistan and Angola appear
close to resolution.
Most important of all, relations

between theU.S. andU.S.S H. are
the best in many years.
Reagan is that rarest of politi
cians. He genuinely regards him
self as one of us. He never lost the
common touch, and left Washing
ton the same aw-shucks guy who
arrived eight years earlier. He also
left with the highest approval rat
ing of any modern president—
even higher than that of Dwight D.
Eisenhower.
All in all, not bad, not bad at all.
As he and Mrs. Reagan settle
back into the good life in Califor
nia, Americans who want to thank
them for their years of service may
wish to write to them c/o General
Delivery (Holmby Hills), Beverly
Hills, CA 09212.

BUDGET
From p. 1
aid."
“This guy is willing to work
with people to come to'some kind
of a compromise, to see what can
be done,” said a Department of
Education official who asked to
remain anonymous.
While the Bush budget does vary
from the one proposed by Reagan
in mid-January—most notably, it
calls for greater funding for pre
school, elementary and high school
program s— B u sh ’s planned
spending for higher education
doesn’t differ that much from
Reagan’s.
“The real point is: are the needs
being met for postsecondary
education now?” Saunders said.
Answering his own question, he
added, “We’re left with the same
concerns we had when President
Reagan released his budget in
January."
Bush would like to do more for
higher education, the Department
of Education official said, but
budget restrictions caused by the

On February 19, a Jacket and its
contents were stolen from the coat
rack outside of the weight room in
theFieldhouse.
The police have no suspects in
these cases and all incidents arc
under investigation.
Others
On February 15, a person fainted
in Loutit Han and attempted to
refuse treatment. The subject was
turned over to LIFE ambulance
and transported to Butterworth
Hospital.
On February 18, an officer
stopped a vehicle on M-45 for
driving eratically. The driver was
cited for driving under the
influence and lodged.
On February 18, the Ottawa
County Sheriffs Department was
called to the Grand Valley
Apartments to break up a fight.

federal deficit tie hainds.
“The deficit problem affects
everything,” the Education Dept,
official said. “We’ve got to cut it
or we’re dead in the water.
“The only new money for
postsecondary education,” he said,
“ is for N ational Science
Scholarships and traditionally
black colleges."
The Bush budget would award
$5 million to 570 high school
students who excel in science as
college scholarships.
The
Education Departmentofficial said
it’s an attempt to increase
A m erican
science
competitiveness, which recent
studies say falters compared to
Japanese and European students.
By 1992, the Bush budget calls for
$20 million to be awarded in
science grants.
The Bush budget also calls for
$10 million to help bolster
traditionally black colleges and
universities, schools Bush has
supported for decades. Thebudget
calls for that funding to increase to
See BUDGET p. 4

Student Senate Summary
The guest speaker at last Thursday's
Student Senate meeting was Lee Lebbin,
library director. He responded to the Senate's
recommendation for increased hours during
exam week. Various hours and services were
discussed, and then it was recommended that
the library be open until 2 a.m. starting the
Thursday previous to exam week and
continuing until the Wednesday of exam week.
Additional hours were restricted due to the
fact that 78 percent of the library's budget
was spent during the first semester leaving
little money for additional wages.
Following more discussion, Lebbin
requested that the Senate raise funds for the
purchase of coffee and juice for
after-midnight patrons of the library during
exam week. Lebbin also requested that the
Senate form a student committee to meet
with him periodically to discuss library
needs. Also briefly discussed were the

possibilities of staying open later on Fridays
all semester and to make available a smoking
room on the second floor instead of common
area smoking to preserve the books on that
floor.
/
In other news, the Senate is continuing its
effort to raise money for the Allendale to
Allendale project. The slogan for the project
is "Happen for Allendale." Beginning February

20, tabteswiffbe setnjp^in the CoTTTrrrons,
Kirkhof Center, and the Eberhard Center to
help collect money. All donors to the fund
will receive a "Happen for Allendale" ribbon
and pin.
Student Senate meetings are held every
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in the Portside room of
Kirkhof Center. All are welcome to attend.
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A Tax Plan For Our Time I

do
about Grand Valley buying a
bar in Grand Rapids?

By Dennis Williams
News USA
During his election campaign, George Bush promised no new
taxes or rate increases. He also said he wantedjo lower capital
gains taxes.
Despite this, nearly everyone in Washington has joined a loud
chorus insisting that taxes must be raised. Washington needs the
money, they say.
What most people don't realize is that Mr. Bush can cut tax rates
just like Ronald Reagan did, but without reducing revenues.
No fancy supply-side claims, just simple arithmetic.
It is hardly a secret that anyone with enough money and skill can
avoid taxes year after year. People working at the minimum wage
still pay more money in taxes than many millionaires and billon
dollar corporations. Our new leader could be the one to change
that.
•— --------- — ---------:----- -— -------- -— —-—
If President Bush wants to reduce taxes on capital gains, why
should he stop there? Why not simply reduce all taxes on personal
income?
Wouldn’t it be nice if we could have a system that makes
collections simpler, fairer, and better for everyone.
That was the promise of the 1986 tax reform. The act did reduce
the number of tax brackets, but the rules and the number of forms
increased. No one would call this a simple system.
It isn't particularly fair, either. Wealthy people and large
companies still avoid taxes. Tax cheating still goes on.
Nevertheless, it was a step in the right direction.
Now, let's take the next step. Let's revise the law to provide for
a flat 10 percent tax on all income, with every adult's first $10,000
in income free from tax.

w m m T W
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Lynann Lowe
F r. APR
“It’s a good idea if it will help
with parking downtown, but a
lot of people a rt probably
upset about losing the bar.”

V
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John M cCully
Ft. Business
“I feel the building should be left
as a place for students to
unwind.”

C hris B erner
So. C om m unications
“It really doesn’t bother me. It’s
a good idea if it gets rid of
parking problems.”

Zautra Adams
Fr. Undecided
“It’s fine with me if it’s needed. I
would think it would help with
parking.”

Cindy Bright
Jr. APR
“I think it’s great, but I think
they should keep the bar open. I
think they should run it and
produce student jobs. It would
be great for business students.”

— Such changes can’t easily be made ovenight, so let's reduce rates

over a five-year period-to 18 percent the first year, then 16,14,12,
and finally to 10 percent.
Those who prefer the special privileges and credits of the current
system (or who have lower rates due to exemptions) may continue
to use it, provided that they pay a tax of at least 10 percent of their
total income each year.
You may be surprised to learn that this flat tax will actually
eliminate the deficit-provided that expenditures are not increased
markedly over the next four years.
The reason is simple. America's corporate taxes are not based on
what you and I would call income. A corporation is allowed to
deduct its expenses and pays taxes only on the few dollars left over
at the end of the year.
If we had the same deal-and many corporate executives do-w e
could pay all our bills, take vacations, and join a country club-and
the more we spent the lower our taxes would be. If we had no
money left at the end of the year-no problem. We would have no
tax bill at all!
This tax system has made our large companies wonderfully
generous employers, but not the tough and trim companies we need
to keep prices down at home and American sales up overseas.
To give fairer treatment to those companies that keep costs
down, we should provide a fiat tax for corporations, too. Here,
again, we will take five years to reach a 10 percent fiat tax, but this
time we will be slowly raising the rate. The first year, companies
will pay 2 percent of their total revenue in taxes. That rate will go
to 4, 6, 8, and finally 10 percent after five years.
These changes to our tax system will make our lives simpler.
They will also help eliminate the federal deficit, without cutting
essential spending for defense, housing, food, health care, or other
vital programs.
That should m atU our creditors happy, our TfvcT easier, our
compamcs tougher, and the federal dificit a problem of the past.
Now all we have to do is convince our leaders.

Scott Rusticus
F r. Crim inal Justice
“I think it is a good acquisition
for the Downtown Center. But
with all of the dispute over
students not wanting to go
downtown it may not have been
a good idea.”
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Privacy May
Thing of
(News USA)— "The only... reason
you’re still alive— it was because
that woman walked in the door. You
ain’t supposed to be alive. I missed
you two times before that. Don’tget
it in your dopey ... head that you can
disappear and you can run away on
me. I got all the time in the world to
nail you.”
The police recorded this
telephone conversation which
brought a man to trial for attempted
murder.
The same surveillance methods
may be used for other purposes.
“Privacy is dead.
The
government knows it. The large
corporations know i t Andthepublic
isjustleamingaboutit,” saysprivate
investigator Jack Paladino.
“The keys that turn the American
information lock are your full name...
your age and your social security
number. And two out of three of
those are usually enough. If you
have all three, you own the person,
you own them,” Paladino adds.
Computers, tiny microphones,
lasers, infrared cameras,andamateur
radios—all can be used to reveal
your most private moments.
No one is excluded. President
Reagan phones James Baker III
aboutakey vote in the Senate. Their
private conversation is overheard

by an amateur radio operator.
Anyone can do it, the ham operator
says, with equipment costing as little
as a hundred dollars.
Bach year 3 million people are
given lie detector tests. The tests are
said to be accurate nine times out of
ten. That means each year there are
300,000 people who are either
falsely accused of lying
lies go undetected.
The toy sales manager of a New
York department store takes a lie
detector test to help find out who
might have been involved in a theft.
The machine says he is lying about
his name, his address, even his
marital status. Although he served
loyaly for more than a decade, he is
fired from his job.
A Toledo railroad worker is
accused of a murder he didn’t
commit To clear the matter up, he
agrees to take a lie detector test. He
fails twice. The testare then used to
convict him. Three years later the
muderer is caught, and the innocent
man is released from prison.
Asyouspeakinyourlivingroom,
a laser directed to the window can
pick up the sound vibrations and
your quietest whisper can be
recorded from the outside.
Is someone watching you right
now? Is someone listening?

BUDGET
From p. 2

administration also would let parttime students get Pell Grants,
something they’re prohibited from
million by 1992.
_______ _
Overall student aid spending, doing now.
"That’s good,” said Lieberman.
however, would drop to $8.8 billion
down from 1989’s $8.9 billion. But “It’s an encouraging move. This is
those who need it most, according to a step in the right direction.”
But a National Association of
the administration, still will get
Student
Financial
Aid
federal help to go to college.
He’s getting the money for “the Administrators spokeswoman, who
disadvantaged,” as the budget book said her organization couldn’t
calls poorer students, by taking it officially comment on the budget
from other program s, critics immediately, argued almost $100
million of the Pell Grant increase
contended.
“He’s taking from the back pocket won’t do students much good
to give to the front pocket,” because it will be used to cover 1989
Lieberman said. “That’s not kosher shortfalls.
Bush also seeks to slash funding
with us.”
Like all eight of Reagan’s budgets, for Perkins Loans from 1989’s $205
Bush’s budget proposes killing the million to $22 million. Funding for
State Student Incentive Grants Stafford Loans, formerly known as
(SSIG) program, letting the students Guaranteed Student Loans, would
who currently get SSIGs apply for also reduced, from 1989’s $3,174
billion to $2,962 billion. Pell Grants instead.
The Pell Grant program, in turn,
Work-study funds would remain
would get $4.74 billion, up from at 1989 levels, while Supplemental
1989's $4.48
billion.
The Grants funding would increase from

CCU'UIVE IN A

This past week in the Colder gallery, student artist displayed their work. "Stairway o f Mortality",
Eric Fracassi.was one o f the sculptures on display.

1989’s$438millionto$452million. because they are harder to default on
The president also proposed than Stafford Loans, but they have
increasing funding for a new kind been a bust so far on the test
of student loan, called Income campuses.
“I encourage students to borrow
Contingent Loans (ICL), from $4.9
million to $20 million.
from the (Stafford Loan) program
With I C p , which now are first because the interest rate is lower
available on a test basis at 10 and interest does not accrue,” said
campuses, students repay their financial aid director E.F. Hall of
college loans in amounts that degend Wheeling Jesuit College in West
on how much they earn after they Virginia, on the the test schools.
leave school.
“Theoretically, you could be paying
The government loves them this loan off for 30 years.”

Correction
In last week's story "Student
Radio a Reality”, it was stated
WGVU folded in 1982. The
call letters should have read
WSRX. Also, the story said
that WFNX would be a "carry
current” station. The correct
wording is a "carrier current"
station. This means the station
will only be received on campus.
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Critical
Focus
Critical
It has been a strange month. First,
I saw two bad movies that I ended
up reviewing. Then, I saw and
reviewed The Fly II. I had hope!
Maybe I would review another good
film this week, too!
M aybe...
Beaches is the story o f a
friendship. It was produced and
directed by Garry Marshall (The
Flamingo Kid), and it stars Bette
Midler as C.C. Bloom and Barbara
Hershey as Hilliary Whitney. The
film looks at how their lives were
shaped by their friendship.
Wow! Big names, loads of talent,
nice story— gee whiz, its got to be
good, right?
Well, wrong.
The first hour of the film was
quite good. It was well-paced and
quite enjoyable. Bette Midler
creates a character that we love and
hate at the same time. She is both
delightful and frustrating. Hershey
does a capable job, at times putting
sparkle into a som ewhat
unspectacular role. John Heard,
whose typically amoral characters
added spice to such films as Big and
Betrayed, is finally allowed to be
nice, in a totally delightful
supporting roleas Midler’shusband,
John Pierce.
It starts to fall apart after the first

£

Oscar
Beaches
DJ n u u ri l DCUUCU

* Guns N’ Roses: G N ' R Lies

Imagine Hell. Now imagine
listening to a Guns N ’ Roses L.P.
Pretty much the same, eh? The
funny thing is they're one of today’s
slurs or vulgar language that does it
for them? Whatever it is, something
is wrong with the overall picture. Is
society already this demented?
G N ’ R Lies is one big bag of
trash! Side one contains older
sewage (live no less) from 1986
while side two boasts newer filth
from 1988. A friend suggested
listening to “UsedTo Love Her" for
the lyrics. Right! It’s about some
man who used to love his girlfriend
so he buried her. Amusing?
And whatabout "You re Crazy?"
The lyrics shout to me in Axle’s

On March 29 at 9p.m. on ABCTV the American public will watch
famous people being awarded the
likeness of a small, naked, bronze
man holding a shovel. Yes, it’s
Oscar time again! And for the
second year in a row the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
have overlooked Jim Vaniey’s
acting prowess as that lovable
redneck Ernest Oh well, you can’t
win them allHere are my predictions for the
61st annual Academy Awards.
For the coveted Best Picture of
the Year Award I predict that the
clear-cut winner will be Mississippi
Burning, the story of three slain
civil rights workers. Also nominated
were Rainman, DangerousLiaisons,
The Accidental Tourist, and
Working Girl.
The winner of the Best Actor of
the year I predict will go to Gene
Hackman fo r., his shining
performanceinMississippiBurning.

A couple days ago I didn't have
any food, so I decided to trade my
car in for a couple bags of groceries.
On my way to the store I ran across
a curious old man.
“Hey sonny," he said, “I
see you’re going to trade your car
for some groceries.
“Got a better idea?” I asked.
“Yeah, you give me the car and
I’ll give you five magic beans.”
“Wow! That sounds like a great
deal!”
So I watched him speed off in my
car and went back to my roommates
to report what a shrewd bargainer I
was.
“What!!?” they chorused, “yoii
mean you sold your_car for five
beans?”
“Yeah, but they’re magic," I said,
suddenly feeling very foolish.
Their laughter rang through my
ears, “Har! har! har! Can I trade you

A lso nom inated, were Dustin

a can o f com for that CD player?”

Hoffman in Rainman, Tom Hanks
in Big, Edward James Olmos in
Stand and Deliver, and Max Von
Sydow for Pelle The Conqueror.
Missing from this year’s list were
William Hurt for his work in The
Accidental Tourist, Tom Cruise for
Rainman , Michael Keaton for
Clean and Sober, and Willem Dafoe
for both The Last Temptation o f
Christ and Mississippi Burning.
For Best Actress honors I predict
that Jodie Foster will walk away
with the coveted statuette for her
portrayal of a gang rape victim in
The Accused. Also nominated were
Sigourney Weaver for Gorillas in
the Mist, Glenn Close forDangerous
Liaisons, Meryl Streep for A Cry in
the Dark, and Melanie Griffith in
Working Girl. Again an actress that
was overlooked by the Academy
this year was the versatile Kathleen
Turner for her performance in The
Accidental Tourist.
In the category of Best Supporting
Actress, I predict that the winner
willbeGeena Davisas the eccentric
dog trainer from The Accidental
Tourist. Also in the running are
Joan Cusack and Sigourney Weaver
both for> Working Girl. Frances
M cDerm and for M ississippi
Burning, and Michelle Pfeiffer for
Dangerous Liaisons. Interesting
note, Sigourney Weaver has been
nominated twice this year in both
the best actress and best supporting
actress categories. This hasn’t
happened since 1982 when Jessica
Lange was nominated for both
Tootsie, best supporting actress, and
for Frances, best actress.
For Best Supporting Actor I
predictihatthe winner will be Kevin

Angrily I tossed the beans out of
the window. Oh well, I thought,
that car needed a brake job anyway.
I went to sleep.
The next day I looked out of the
window. Egad! There was a huge
beanstalk, so high it scraped the
sky. I didn’t have anything else
going on, so I decided to climb it.
When I got to the top there was a
huge castle. I couldn’t reach up to
the doorknob, so I kicked it. The
door opened to reveal a huge giant
He picked me-up, dropped me into
a pan, and started to preheat the
oven to 450 degrees.
“Stop!” I wailed. “This is all
wrong! Your wife is supposed to

forty-five minutes.
C.C. and Hilliary have a fight
after C.C.’s debut on Broadway.
They don’t meet again until about
three years later, in a disco C.C. is
singing at. They are angry at each
other, they start yelling, they realize
they are only hurting each other
more, so they start praising each
other. Huh? ,
It struck me as a scene that went
sour. Director Marshall had the
perfect opportunity to make us really
feel for these two people who lose
each other and find each other, but
instead of creating' an intimate
moment, he makes them talk talk
talk, and say things that do not sound
sincere.
The movie continues to try to talk
us into the lives of these two people.
But, failing to make us feel the
turning point in their friendshipcosts
us the rest of the film, making it
seem hollow and false.
Beaches tries too hard to be a
perfect portrait of a friendship, at
the expense of the warmth and
humanity of the opening hour, when
we really felt for C.C. and Hilliary.
This could have been a great
moviegoing experience. Instead, it
was a typical one.
Beaches is showing at Studio 28
and is rated PG-13.
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By Kristoffer Gair

Features Writer

B y A ndrew K ar
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pitiful-sounding (dare I say) voice
that I’m “(freakin-ed.) crazy”.
Lovely. From slobbering drunks to
racist slurring bad mouths, this is
one of todays hottest groups.
Charming. Guns N ’ Roses haven’t
gotten any better, and neither have

♦♦♦Breathe: All That Jazz
On a lighter side of life, there’s
Breathe. Now, being the first album
from this group, there’s a lot of
experimenting going on. The idea
behind All That Jazz was to throw
ten different kinds of songs at the
public and see which they sank their
teeth into,
far, so good. The
ballads "How Can I Fall" and
“Hands To Heaven" have reached
See SOUND ADVICE, p. 6

See OSCAR PICKS, p. 6

answer the door. You come in later
singing that ‘Fe Ft Fo Fum’ song.”
“Sony,” said the giant “but my
wife is in Arizona visiting her
mother. She won’t be back until
next Tuesday.”
The giant proceeded to brush my
back with butter sauce and hot curry
before throwing sprigs of parsley
on my back.
;’You’re quite the gourmet" said
I.
“We try," he said. Grinning, he
added, “Too bad you can’tjoin me.”
“Why not? There’s plenty of
room here in the stove."
“Is there really?, “ asked the giant
bending down to take a look.
I used this opportunity to manage
a kick to his hindquarters. Then I
used superhuman strength to break
free and shut the oven door.
After collecting a golden goose
and a few other trinkets I made my
way back to my domicile.
Now Ijust had to find a way out of
this stray. Hmm. I thought back to
my Shakespeare course. What
would a literary giant do in a
situation like this?
I Without hesitation I went to work
on the beanstalk. I painted crosswalk
stripes on either sideofthebeanstalk,
and painted the likeness of a
professor on i t Within moments
three cars had struck i t knocking it
to the ground. Safe at last
Once again my mind turned to
food. Mindful of the lessons of the
day, I set out to the grocery store.
“Hey, give me that box of Froot
Loops and I’ll give you this golden
goose.. . ”

V,

Have you ever been sick? Have
you ever had to deal with a nagging
person? Well, another Stephen King
classic. You see, there’s this writer,
Paul Sheldon, and he writes this
slushy novel series about a dame
named Misery.
One night after finishing another
novel, Paul takes the o}’ car for a
spin. Unfortunately, he crashes.
Along comes elderly Annie Wilkes,
an ex-nurse and psycho. She rescues
Paul and tends to his shattered body.
However, there is Qne little problem.
Annie is one of Paul’s biggest
fans, only she isn’t too pleased with
his latest novel. So, in return for

saving Paul’s life, she decides to
keep him prisoner in her isolated
house and make him write a novel
that’s up to her standards. Talk
about having an editor on your case
(no reference to you, Eric) Paul
only has his wits and intelligence on
his side. Annie has a needle and an
ax. Paul can refuse to write, after
all, what’s losing a finger or a leg?
He’s got another one.
When Stephen King cooks, he
really cooks! Who else can ts&*
such a simple situation and twist it
so much? Once again, not for
people with weak stomachs.
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Spring Break
Heaven and
Hell Contest
Spring Break is fast approaching. A
time to pick up a little sun, a little extra
research time, or that cute guy with the
Porsche.. .
This year, Spring Break could also be
your chance to pick up a little extra cash.
The Lanthorn is looking for tales of
adventure. We're looking for those stories
that could only come from GVSU stu
dents. We're looking for the scoop on vour
Spring Break.
So take along a pen and paper, and tell
all. The Lanthorn Spring Break story
contest offers two $10 cash prizes-- one
for the best Spring Break Heaven story,
and one for the best Spring Break Hell
story.
Entries must be submitted typed, be
tween 200 and400 words. Entries are due
ho later than March 16,1989. Judging
will be by Lanthorn editorial staff and a
member of the English faculty.
Winners must agree to have their sto
ries published in the Lanthorn in order to
claim their prize.
Winning entries will appear in the March
22nd edition of the Lanthorn.
Submissions may be sent to The Lan
thorn, 1 College Landing, Allendale, MI,
49401 or brought to our offices in the
Kirkhof basementand placed in the Spring
Break H eaven^nd Hell mailbox.
All entries will be available for return
after contest winners are published.
All GVSU students, staff, and faculty
are eligible, except for employees of The
Lanthorn.
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Black History Month Grand Finale

Special Education Majors:
Opportunities are available to
gain volunteer experience in
special education at Lincoln
school.
Dates:
March 6
March 20
March 27

7-9 p.m.
7-9 p.m.
7-9 p.m.

Call Mary at 957-7700 if
interested.
This experience
qualifies for special education
volunteer hours.

Your Time
Saver

The second in a series of free
lectures will be offered by Lake
Michigan Academy on Thursday,
February 23, from 7 to 9 p.m.
The Academy is a non-profit
school for learning disabled
children. The night’s discussion
moderator is Dr. Dona Icabone of
Western Michigan University,
who will lead discussion on
“Services for the Learning
Disables in West Michigan.”
The lecture series is being held
at the L.V. Eberhard Center. For
more information about the series
or the Academy, contact Nanette
Clatterbuck, Executive Director,
by phoning 732=4^78.

PUZZLE SOLUTION
A concert by the GVSU Sym
phonic Wind Ensemble and High
School Honors Band

D ennis Svendsen,
C o n d u cto r
Sunday, February 26, 2 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theater
Calder Fine Arts Center
F ree A d m issio n

Facsimile
Private P.O. Boxes
UPS
Emery Air
Packaging
Packing Supplies
Business Cards
Letterhead
Envelopes
Resumes

4335 Li k* Mich. Dr. N.W.
(In Slandil* Village Mall)
Grand Raplda, Ml 49504
791 -9500
V • I
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Special Ed Volunteer
Hours and LD Lectures

The final, and m ost fun, event of Black H istory A w areness M onth will be held February 28 at the
Kirkhof Center.
Sponsored by th e GVSU Black Student U nion an d funded by the GVSU S tudent Senate, the finale
of Black H istory M onth features the alw ays po p u lar presentation of Gospel M usic that's been such a
hit in the past.
Com plem enting the music will be sam ples of soul food, and a general atm osphere of the happiness
that goes hand in hand w ith good music, good food, good tim es and good people.
The event will start at 6 p.m. a n d ru n until 10 p.m.
For more information, contact Amie or Jean at ext. 3441. Also, watch the Lanthorn for more events sponsored by
Black Student Union coming in March.

OSCAR PICKS
From p.5
Kline for his hilarious performance
in A Fish Called Wanda. Also
nominated were Alec Guiness in
Little Dorrit, Martin Landau in
Tucker: The Man and his Dream,
River Phoenix for Running on
Empty, and Dean Stockwell in
Married to the Mob.
Sadly
overlooked this year was
newcomer Alec Baldwin for his
performances in both Married to
the Mob and She’sHaving aBaby.
This year’s Best Director award
I predict will go to Barry Levinson
forRainrmn. Also nominated were
Charles Crichton icnAEish Called
Wanda, Martin Scorsese for the
highly controversial The Last
Temptation o f Christ, Alan Parker
for M ississippi Burning, and Mike
Nichols for Working Girl.
As usual, this year’s nominations
contain many surprises and
disappointments, but until Traci
Lords is nominated for an Oscar,
I’ll keep on watching the Academy
Awards every year. And every
year after the awards presentation
is over, I’ll ask myself why I
watched it.

SOUND ADVICE
From p. 5
the Top 40 and are continuing on
strong.
But what makes Breathe so
good? I think it has to do with the
quality music being produced and
lead singer Da vid Gasper ’s strong,
yet smooth, vocals. Overall, the
music blends together for a journey
into a light cloudy paradise filled
with romance. Other tracks worth
noting are the slightly faster
"Jonah" and "Any Trick." Not
for fans of Guns N’ Roses.
Tidbits: Did anyone see Guns
N ’ Roses accept their music award
on T.V. a few weeks ago? Real
graceful, w eren’t they?
I
practically smelled the alcohol
through the T.V. screen.
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ACROSS

1 Turf
4 Fold
fl F rM o f
12 Q o d d e u of
13 Fiber plant
14 Room In harem
16 Suday brew
16 G reat bustard
17 Oscillate
18 Thin cookie
20 French article
21 Sym bol for
cesium
23 Title of respect
24 Sofa
28 W ine cup
30 Coloring akin
Indelibly
32 M asculine
34 G am e at cards
35 Approach
1

annual pops conceit with a Night on Broadway in Louis Armstrong Theater in the Caldcr Fine Arts
Center.

2

36
30
40
41
43

Dominant
M ap abbr.
Unwavering
Sched. abbr.
Latin
con|unction
44 Execute
45 Propels oneself
through w ater
47 Theater box
50 Tab
51 Twining
vine
54 Veneration
55 Quaver
56 Anger
57 Damp
56 Shade tree
50 Fondle

DOWN
1 Ocean
2 Lubricate
3 A ttracted

The
Weekly
CrDsswnrd
Puzzle
4 Gain
5 To the side
6 Arabian
commander

3 I

I9

12

M3

fl

hr

10

11

"4 ’
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Among the numbers to be performed will be Aaron Welters andLori Finkbeiner singing a duet
from the musical Carousel. The men o f MUSIC IN MOTION will sing There is Nothing lik e a
Dame from South Pacific. Randy Kilboum and Deb Melnik will perform Phantom o f the Opera
from therecentintemationalsmashmusicalbyAndrewLIoyd Webber.Thecompletecastwillsing
a medley from A Chorus Line, wriiten by Marvin Hamlisch.

v r
38
33

.
Pool is musical director for the show.

38

34
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As with all of the good things in life, the MUSIC IN MOTION performance is free.

33^

Women's Issues Explored
in
The GVSU Women’s Group is
presenting a day long seminar on
“Empowering Women for
Leadership” on Saturday, February
25.
The featured speaker will be Janet
Larsen Palmer, Ph.D., founder of
the Excellence Institute of
California.
Dr. Palmer will covernon-verbal
communication, presentation of
self, and hints for development of
communicating competence.
Although the conference is free
of charge, ad vance registrations are

requested. To reserve a place,
contact Dr. Mary Seeger in the
Academic Resource Center.
The conference is scheduled to
start at 9:30 a.m. with registration
and coffee, and will run until 4 p.m.
Dr. Palm er has 20

years

experience as a professor of
communication, a Fortune 500
corporate manager, anda university
administrator. She has written three
books, numerous articles, and is
regularly consulted by executives,
uni versities, and corporations in the
U.S. and Europe.
■BUS"
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7 Three-toed
sloths
8 Symbol for
tellurium
9 Quarrel
10 Mountain on
Crete
11 Calendar
feature
17 Surgical thread
19 Equally
20 Sign of zodiac
21 Tents
22 Sting
24 Engage in
obstructive
tactics
25 Row
26 Growing out of
27 Heron
29 Toward shelter
31 Pedal digit
33 Dodge
37 Bother
38 Three-base hit
42 Forenoon
45 Undergarment
46 Vessel
47 Ordinance
48 Be in debt
49 Obtain
50 Monk's title
52 Miner’s find
53 Favorite
55 Symbol for
thulium

C O U EG E PRESS SERVICE

Scheduled for Thursday, March
2 is an informal reception for Dr.
B arbara Sizem ore o f the
Department of Black Community
of the University of Pittsburgh.
Dr. Sizemore served as the
Superintendent of Schools in the
District of Columbia from 1973 to

1975. Since that time she has held a
number of positions in academia,
concentrating on research dealing
With the organizational factors
important to producing quality
education
in
inner-city
communities. She also addresses
women’s issues and political
activism for women.

Dr, Sizemore will present an
address the evening of the 2nd
entitled “Beyond Gender and Race:
Surmounting the Barriers.” The
speech is scheduled for 7:30p.m. at
the L.V. Eberhard Center.
Students are encouraged by the
School o f Social Thought, sponsor
of the event, to attend.
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TENANTS
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Reserve Your Apartment for Next
Fall by 5pm March 3

SMILE!
We’ve Got
You Covered.
Cameras • Quality Photo Finishing
Darkroom Supplies • A/V Equipment
Film * Knowledge and Experience.

ARDEN'S

PH0T0 *MART/AUDIO-VISUAL INC

S I

1000 W. FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881

G\A

NEW LEASEE.
Sign-up for Your GVA Apartment
for Next Fall will be: March 16
9am - 5pm

For M ore In form ation , call 895-6351

Grand Valley Apartments

C yV ;

on the Southern Edge o f Cam pus
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By Andrew K ar
For this column, I am expected
to represent the entire Greek
system on the campus of Grand
Valley State University, in all its
glory. Right?
Wrong.
I cannot do it. I am not “Mr.
Greek.” I am one member, of one
organization. And therein lies a
far greater story.. .
I’m a relatively normal guy. I
wake up, shower, shave, attend
class, chase girls, and go to parties
like a number of guys my age. I’m
planning my life and deciding what
I want to do, where I want to live,
and how I want to live. I am, in
short, exploring the horizons of
my life.
Then I went G reek...
Suddenly, things no longerseem
average. I have new challenges,
new responsibilities, and new
friends. No, not just friends—
brothers. I find myself accepting
these people as my brothers. We
have come together to answer a
new kind of challenge, a far more
interesting challenge then simply
being students.
The challenge is to travel beyond
the horizons I originally set for
myself.
It is a challenge we all strive to

7T

meet. As brothers, we struggle to
acheive the goals we set, goals that
will improve us as individuals and
as a group. As brothers, we stand
by one another, realizing t|iat
failure is only temporary, that we
must not allow it to prevent us
from striving to acheive those goals
that we set for ourselves.
The members of my fraternity
are brothers. Alone, we are as
strong as we allow ourselves to be.
Together, we are far stronger. This
same logic applies to the unity of
all Greek organizations. Alone,
each organization can muster great
strength, but together, we can
accomplish great things. I feel
this, and I see it happening, in all
the organizations. IhopetheGreek
organizations of Grand Valley
State never lose sight of this fact.

Work
Communications emcom passes
alotofdifferentthings, but a major
aspect is w riting.
For the
com m unications
m ajor,
developing the art (science?) of
written communication is most
vital and should be taken seriously.
The a b ility to effectiv ely
communicate via the written word
crosses over into a multitude pf
career options and'environments.
Typical settings where writing
skills would be appropriate center
around the media; newspapers,
publishing houses, advertising

Devos Hall, G ra n d Rapids
Sunday, Feb. 26 at 8pm
Tickets available at the. box office
by calling 456-3333. Also available
at select Believe-In Music Stores

is $5.00 per hour. Qualifications ]
for this internship are as follows;
1. Knowledge of typesetting |
and keylining.
2.
Joum alisim or related |
major, 3.2 GPA.
This experience will involve the I
stu d en t in research and
copywriting, camera work, layout
and design. Anyone interested in [
this opportunity should contact |
G inger L ange, C ooperative
Education Placement Office, 105 |
Commons, 895-3311.

...........

On behalf o f the entire Lanthorn staff, I would like to
on Dr. Richard Flanders. The photo accompanying die story
was incorrectly identified as being Dick Flanders.
Through a combination o f an accelerated printer's deadline
and our "first choice" photograph being unprintable, the
photo used in the story was rushed into place.
We appreciate all the concern expressed by those faculty
and studentswho noted our error, and wish to assure those of
you who called that we have conveyed our heartfelt apology
to Dick.
With the graciousness so characterisitic of the man who's
given 25 years to students, both the quick and the thick, our
apology was accepted. For those of you who don't know
Richard Flanders, here is a photo of him with a tusk from
y" the mastadon, taken at the discovery site in Grandville.
-- Slu

Well, that is one perspective,
drawn from experience, of Greek
life at Grand Valley. I have never
before had so much fun, or felt so
good about the accomplishments
of a group that I belonged to. The
brotherhood we feel is something
that carries over into our everyday
lives, and its something that lasts
long after we stop going to school.
We share something remarkable,
my brothers and I. It is something
that has changed us for the better.

Society
for
Personnel
Administrators, and the Council for
Exceptional Children.
Students from these groups will
be collecting pledges for each hour
they participate in the fundraiser.
The camp, located on Lake
Michigan Drive in between 8th
Avenue and Sand Creek, is a non
profit summer camp that focuses

agencies and broadcasting
organizations. So, who would
think to approach a commercial/
industrial real estate company to
nail down a business-oriented,
practical writing experience?
A w ritin g in te rn sh ip is
currently available in just such a
setting! A Grand Rapids company
is looking for a student to produce
a quarterly tabloid newspaper. This
job will begin in April and go
through the summer (and possibly
beyond) at 10 hours per week. Pay

1

Game-A-Thon Benefit for Kids

On Friday, February 24, four
Grand Valley student organizations
will begin an 18-hour Game-AThon, to benefit the Indian Trails
Camp for physically impaired
children.
The benefit is being organized
by Delta Sigm a Pi. Also
participating are the Pre- Physical
Therapy Club, the American

Work

on fun and learning, including skills

such as photography, canoeing,
cooking, and music.
Anyone wishing to help this cause
can contact members of any of the
four organizations mentioned, or
can contact Valerie Cox at 8956934. All pledge monies will be
presented to the Camp.

Kenneth R. Venderbush Student Leadership
Award Nominations
Nominations for the Kenneth R. Venderbush Student
Leadership Award are due in the Dean of Students
Office (209 Kirkhof Center) no later than 5:00 p.m.,
Wednesday, March 1 , 1989. The Kenneth R. Ven
derbush Student Leadership Award will be presented
to a senior at the Awards banquet on Wednesday,
April 12.
Candidates must meet the following criteria: (1) be a
full-time enrolled senior (12 semester hours) during
winter semester, (2) demonstrate significant contri
butions to student life, committee involvement, stu
dent organization/residence hall/athletic leadership
and participation; and should be in good academic
standing. Academics should be balanced with extra
curricular involvement and should reflect a solid
performance by the individual.

G.V. Men Hit 20 Wins
Lakers

StompHillsdale, beat Wavne for Conference Wins
The second half was more o f (he
same as GV kept the lead above 30
for die final fire minutes and
pushed the advantage to as much
as 35 h i the last 22 seconds.
A trio o f Lakers stared scoring
honors, as Ed Finch, Todd Jetties,
and Joe Schuiicma pumped in 18
points apiece. Kent Wiersma
added 14, while Shawn O'Mara
chipped in with II.
Jim Bauer led Hillsdale with 17,
while theGLIAC’s leading scorer,
Eric Allaire, was held to 14 on two
of 14 shooting.
On Saturday, GV had to light
tooth and nail before escaping the
Motor City with a slim three point
victory over Wayne State.
Holding a 97-82 lead with 3:04
left, theLakersalmost killed them
selves as they went cold from the
free throw line.
On four separate occasions they
went to the charily stripe in oncand-onc situations and failed to
convert on any of them. Mean
while, the Tartars were narrowing
the lead down with guard Art
Johnson leading the way.

*y
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The G ood Valley Express keeps
rolling as the GV basketball team
pushed their record to 21-5,11-3
in conferenoe play, with two road
victories last week.
In wiping out Hillsdale College,
106-71, and hanging on to beat
Wayne Stale, 103-100, the Lakers
hit the 20 victory mark for the
sixth time in their 23 year history.
On Thursday, GV overcame a
9-0 deficit in the first4:38 against
Hillsdale to thoroughly dismantle
the Chargers before a sparse crowd
at Tri-State University.
Grand Valley captured their first
lead of the game almost seven
minutes into the contest and never
looked back as they opened up a
48-27 advantage at the half.
Once again pressure defense and
good shooting were the key s as the
Lakers shot 54 percent (18-33)
from the floor, while forcing
numerous Charger turnovers and
holding them to 35 percent shoot
ing.
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T t e M l freshman guard hit for
lS ofhis team high 2 2 pofcrt*d#ra g the final wa , b it iWAteaRy ft
was Johnson who missed two foe l
SwOtSwW! 129 rctnalNfflg TORCOttlu
have cut a three point Laker lead
(99-96) to one.
At thattime Junior Rob Gurney
MuTO tnC LdiCCf IftCpDICSS IWin
the foul line by draining four key
shots in the last 23 seconds.
A flee threw by Tony Hamilton
(17 points) and a Anal trey at the
buaarby Johnson were not enough
ror inc l Attars wno dropped to 0*
17 and 5-9 In GUAC play,
Finch once again led the Laker
parade with 28 points, 19 of those
in the second half. Wiersmahitfor
23, while Steve Harvey and Char
lie Mandt came off the bench to
contribute 12 and I t points re
spectively.
GV will host Saginaw Valley
State at 7:45 p.m. this Thursday
night before closing out the regu
lar season one week later, when
they entertain Lake Superior State.
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-M en ’s and Women’s
Swimming
B ob Verbrugge sprints his way to an all conference spot in the 300

Photo iJulie Rdinger

LAKER ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK
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Lakers Run Strong
to Win Fourth Place
at GLIAC Meet
Her toss Of 36 1, giving her a Sixth
place finish

Tito tons jumps on dm team
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fly Franklene Hodges
Sports Writer
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Verbuggereceives the Laker
Athlete of the Weekawardfor his strong per
formance at the GUAC Championship meet
last weekend. He gained All-conference
honors in two events, the 50 meter high
hurdles, and the 300 meter dash. Verbugge's
hurdle time was a swift 7.25, and he swept
through the 300 with a 30.06 showing. He
earned a fourth: p la ce tn both events, for hie
Alldeague status.

th e Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference meet was held
last Saturday, and the Laker
rurtnefs competed strongly to gain
a fourth place finish overaij.
The m eet was definitely
competitive, and the heat was on
the whole day as Ferris, Hillsdale,
Northern Michigan, Michigan
Tech, and Saginaw Valley visited
Grand Valley to compete for the
gold.
The Laker men did exceptionally
well, as Wade Sikkema gained AllOLIAC status in the high jump,
with his 6-3 leap. Sikkema placed
fourth in his event.
Brian Hull pole vaulted his way
to S fourth place finish With a 136 effort.
The 50 meter high hurdles event
was captured by Bob Verbrugge,
who p in e d the All-Conference
team m two events. Verbrugge
ran an outstanding 7.25 hurdle rime
and a 36.66 in the 300, giving him
a fourth in both events.
Jeff VanMeter ran a 2:00 98 in
the 800, for a fifth place Finish in
the- run
TakerrtftOO- relay teamexcelled in their event, with an
exceptional time of 3-40.25, giving
them a fifth place
The Lady Lakers wens also
terrific in their meet, as 18 of the
ladies were All-Conference
selections m their events.
The success all started in the
shot put event, as Cindy North
earn© hack from ajeg injury and
became an All-Conference shot
putter Site proved her point' with

are Leigh Rahbtirgef and Regina
SfflWSFj flfld fftoy pig&&1 §G86ftd
stidsixth,respectively. Ranburger
tegpSd 1741 tffld §&W£f made a
!ongjumpof!6-4.75. Rrewetaiso
placed fourth In the triple jump,
with a 34-5.5 totofttpL
Irt the 5000 ftittj Sandra Terrel!
did a fantastic job, taking a third
place with a time of 18:28.29. She
alto placed fourth in the 1000 In
3:08.32.
The 50 high hurdles were
captured by two Lady Lakers;
Mary Fran Peterlln. who placed
second with a 7.76, and /d ie
Therkilsen, who placed sixth with
a time of 8.22.
Krystal Mack is Afl-GLfAC in
two events, toe 400 meter and 300
meter Mack placed third in the
400, in 59.5, and fifth in the 300
with a time Of 42.58
Three Of GV’s high jumpers
placed. Julie Fdinger, second with
5-4, Kftrie Anderson, third at 5-2,
and Fatty Anderson was fifth, also
with a 5-2 recording.
fn the 600, Barh Kooiker took a
sixth with a time of i -47.84
■ Frank lene Hod g e s - placed ~
second in the 50 dash, in 6.94
seconds.
Trena Yonkers was a fifth place
fimsher in the 800 run. Yonkers
ran an outstanding 2:25.60 time
The Lakers IdOOrelay team also
placed fifth in the meet.
The Lakers will he holding a trimeet on March 1 at 3 p m. against
Calvin and Hope in the Field
House.
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HOOP
By Timothy J. Padot
Sports Writer

Every year that incoming
freshman basketball players arrive
at their respective campuses, they
seem to get bigger, stronger, and
faster.
At one time not so long ago 6-10
to 7-0 big men were very rare. But
at the present, such players are
graduating from high schools by
the dozens. It's notjust the size and
strength of the players that are
changing butit's also their abilities.
We’re seeing a new breed of
point gaurds who have the uncanny
ability to pick offensive pockets
and have pinpoint accuracy in
passing the ball. The guards are
bigger and stronger, but they have
to be because they’re asked to
rebound and defend off-guards and
small forwards. In four years, every
point gaurd will be able to reverse

HY 8 I ER I R
dunk off the break.
The new small forwards are 6-8
leapers who can dribble the bell
like guards in the open court, shoot
forty-five percent from the three
point line, and drive to the alley
untouched.
Centers nowadays seem to all
be 7-0,220 pound monsters with
only ten percent body fat.
Who are these new breed
players? Where are they coming
from? Announcers are labeling
them “athletes,’’ describing their
talents as athletic abilities.
In the last two years for example,
a college freshman has proved that
he can not only start and compete
with older guys, but he can excell.
Maik Macon of Temple and Chris
Jackson of LSU laugh at senior
experience and leadership. They
are men among boys when
compared toothers theirage. They
provided a lot of leadership and

malst e a d s ’
Co r t
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer

Dantley forAguirre
Ifeel awful. Last week I reported
that Adrian Dantley has quieted
trade rumors with his fine play of
late. Then two days later the
Pistons sent him packing to Dallas
for the moody Mark Aguirre.
A good trade? Yes. Willitmake
the Pistons a better team? Maybe.
Did Isiah Thomas have anything
to do with this trade? No.
Aguirre is young, 29, and very
talented. He is at the prime of his
career right now and is the type of
player that will fitright in with the
Pistons. Heisknowntobemoody,
but that rap falls on many NBA
players.
Dantley on the other hand, is at
the end of a brilliant career. His
play can be stopped, and he often

slowed Detroit down.
The effect this trade will have
on Chuck Daly and his Pistons
will be better determined in the
future. Right now Aguirre has to
show the willingness to perform,
play hard, and want to fit into the
system.
Aguirre is an All-Star, and if he
plays to his capabilities the Pistons
could be close to awesome late in
the season and into the playoffs.
Now for Isiah Thomas, who has
been given a bad rap by Dantley
and his mother. Thismaybelsiah’s
team on the floor but off it, and in
theoffices, Jack McCloskey, Daly,
and President Bill Davidson ran
the team. Dantley is off base with
his allegations, and shows a
complete lack of class on his part
The Pistons made a gutsy trade,
and one that should pay off in the
long run. Watch out Cleveland!!
Detroit is on a mission and you are
standing in their way.

HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
But...You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
*PLASMA donors7provide Source PLASMA, ihc fluid portion
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, burn and shock
victims, heart surgery and products lnblnnrl type donors and _
patients.
*All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations reqiure 1 A 1/2 hours o f your time.

You can earn $25.00 and help others
by donating plasma twice each week.
■" :

:

............. ........... ___ ......................... .................................................................................................

>.

Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS
241-6335

last second shots as freshmen.
The question these new players
raise is whether or not they are
good for the future of the game.
A lready there have been
adjustments to the game, like the
wideningofthelaneand the college
three-point rule. There are also
changes that can be foreseen, like
widening the court and distancing
the college three-point line.
Even new styles of play have
surfaced. Western teams are
getting a reputation for scoring
high in the nineties and into the
hundred range. Teams arepushing
the tempo and creating electric
paces which feature high flying,
dazzling dunks off die break.
One of the problems I see is that
the better the ball players become,
the more injuries occur. This
season has had more injuries than
any other I can remember. It’s
kind of like the problem the NFL
had with its quarterbacks.
Pervis Ellison, Danny Ferry,
Kendall Gill, Jeff Lebo, etc., etc.
the list goes on. Is it because
players are getting too athletic for
their bodies to take? Are players
trying to get too strong and too
big? I think the answer to those
questions is paralled with the recen t
problem of steroid use.
I think what bothers me the most

is that I’m starting to see old style
players fading out to the newbreed
studs. I can handle change, but I
would like to see the two styles
mesh.
A perfect example of an old
style NCAA player would be Ohio
State senior gaurd Jay Burson. He
is a player behind in his time. He
has the heart of a Pete Maravich.
His physical skills and court smarts
remind me of a young Jerry West.
I can’t tell you how many times
I’ve seen little Jay Burson sacrifice
his body for the good o f the team.
Last Monday against Iowa, Jay
sacrificed his body for the last
time this season. In the closing
seconds of a tight game he tried to
draw a charge on senior Hawkeye
Ed Horton. Jay absorbed the blow,
but he fell to die floor and fractured
his fifth cervical vertebrae. Burson
now has to wear a halo brace for
six to eight weeks, and is done
playing basketball for Ohio State.
The beef of the matter is that old
style players are having great
difficulty keeping up with the new
breed of players. Soon there won’t
be anymore golden oldies left, no
more set up offenses, and no more
couragous Jay Bursons. I’ll miss
them all.

Women
Earn Two
Road W ins
By Timothy J. Padot
Sports Writer

Joseph’s College and Valpraiso

The G rand V alley L aker
women’s basketball team took to
the road and took two wins this
week, despite playing less than par
basketball in the first halves.
On Thursday, Grand Valley
traveled to Tri-State University in
Indiana to play Hillsdale College.
Hillsdale is currently building a
new arena, so the game was played
at the nearest available gym.
The
C hargers
w ere
overwhelmed by the Carrie and
Kanie connection as they were
dropped by the score of 74-65.
Junior Carrie Dillon pumped in 14
points, snatched 13 rebounds, and
led the team with 4 assists. Karrie
Williams led all scorers with 27
points, as well as gathering 10
rebounds.
Grand Valley managed to
overcome a cold 38 percent first
half field goal percentage to shoot
49 percent in the second half.
On Saturday, the Lakers traveled
to Motown to duel with the Wayne
State Tartars. Again, they started
the game off cold by shooting 36
percent in the first half, but
recovered in the second half to
sink 50 percent of their field goal
attempts. Despite being down at
the half, the Lakers came back to
win the game 74-64.
Carrie Dillon led all scorers with

II football playing conferences

University.

20 points. W illiams and Sherrie

have merged to form the Midwest
Intercollegiate
F ootball
Conference.
Representatives from each
football-playing school in the
Great Lakes Conference and the
Heartland Collegiate Conference
(HCC) met at the Eberhard Center
last Wednesday.
Formal commitments were
submitted by all 11 schools of the
Great Lakes Conference in
Michigan. All five HCC members
also agreed to the merger,Including
Ashland College of Ohio and
Indiana schools Butler University,
the University of Indianapolis, St.

The group approved and adopted
a constitution and schedule to begin
Sept 1,1990. The league agreed
to abide by NCAA guidelines with
few exceptions. In perhaps the
most significant deviation from
NCAA standards, MIFC members
will offer a maximum of 35 fullride equivalent scholarships, five
less than the NCAA limit of 40.
Before concluding the session
the group elected as officers Dean
D avenport o f F erris State
University, Bill Sylvesterof Butler,
arid George MacDonald of G VSU.
The next meeting is scheduled for
May.

GV Football Joins the Heartland
Collegiate Conference
Allendale- Two NCAA Division

tettmett $ie 2u

farming tftst

'Costume Ban7

to be held on the 25th of February
at 8:30pm
Lnfo and Tickets available in the Language Lounge
in Ausable hall

PUT US TQ THE TEST
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
• OAT • TOEFL • NMB • NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first
Our students get the highest scores We've proven it to over
one million students Let us prove It to you

I KAPLAN

STANLEY H KAPLAN [DUCATIQNAl YfN TfR LTD

2627 E a st B eltlin e S .E ., G ra n d R a p id s, M I 49506
•957-9701

Davenport tried to rebound as
much as they scored, as Davenport
scored 11 and had 9 rebounds, and
Williams dropped in 11 points and
grabbed 11 boards.
Once again this week, sophmore
S helli N em eth proved her
offensive consistency and
defensive abilities at the guard
position. At Hillsdale, Nemeth
scored 10 points, had 7 rebounds,
and stole the ball 5 times. At
Wayne State she cbntributed 14
points, 8 rebounds, and 4 assists.
Sherrie Davenport missed two
free throws this week and drops tt/
’ second in the nation for Division ll
free throw percentage.
Next week the Lakers will end
the season with two conference
games at home, against Saginaw
Valley on Thursday and Lake
Superior on Saturday.

VAN’S

TROPHY SHOP
FOR ALL YOUR AWARD
AND ENGRAVING NEEDS
--------INCLUDING:-----------

TROPHIES
PLAQUES
MEDALS
RIBBONS
CERTIFICATES
7 6 4 9 RIVERVIEW DR.
R1VERVIEW PLAZA

JENISON, Ml 49428

457-2540

Ex-Laker, Greg Cadaret, Scores All I O
realized that my fostbuUwas Just
as flood as theirs.

By Joe Lowden
Sport* Wrifer
Probably none o f the students
at O nnd Valley remember Greg
Cadaret when he pitched for die
Lakerbaseball team,in 19KM983.
as a walk-on. Most students who
know Cadaret now would know
him as a pitcher for the Oakland
A’s.
Despite the A’s loss to the Los
Angeles Dodgers in last Call’s
World Series, Cadaret pitched in
two appearances.
Today Cadaret is training with
the A’s in preparation for his third
season with the A’s. Cadaret was
called up to the A ’s in June o f
1987, after spending nearly five
seasons in the minor leagues.
This year Cadaret will try again
to help his team make the series,
and is hoping for a winning effort
this season.
In his off-season, a week before
training, Cadaret talked about his
life in the big leagues, all the way
from his new home in Mesa,
Arizona.
Q.W hile you were a t G rand
Valley, did you think you could
make the big leagues?
A.I didn’t know if I’d make the
big leagues, it was a dream of
mine. I thought I would at least
make theminor leagues,butlknew
I’d get a chance.
Q .W hat is it like m aking the
tra n sitio n from college to
professional level?
A.The biggest move for me was
comingoutofGrand Valley. Grand
Valley was a small school and it
was a little tough, because there
wot other people from bigger
schools. It wasalittle intimidating,
but when I got on the mound I

Q.What was ft like pitching in
your first m ajor league
appearance?

lowest intheleague. Butill tough
sometimes,especiallywhenyou’re
tryingtokeepDaveStewart’s 21st
victory, orif you’retryingto save
a game in the playoffs.

Q.Who is the
toughest hatter
you’ve’ bad to
pitch to?
AXJeorge Brett
has been tough on
me. I'v e gotten
him odl, but he’s
got some tough
h its on m e.
P u ck ett
and
G aetti
of
M innesota are
tough. M olitor
(Milwaukee) has
probably been the
toughest
- Q .W hat is it
like being on the
same team with
p la y e rs
lik e
J
M ark M cG uire,
Dave P ark er, or
Jose Canseco?
A.One of the
things I enjoyed
was in ’87 spring
training when
Reggie (Jackson)
came to us for his last year. I w a s|
ANerve racking. It was the most
in the minors then, and I wanted to
nervous I had ever been. I had to
get up and see-Reggie. When I
pitch to Wade Boggs with the bases
made it up, I got to see him and talk
loaded and nobody o u t I was trying
with him. It was great playing with
to throw hard and over the plate. I
Dave Parker, and Don Baylor. But
ended up walking him.
Q.How stressful is it to come
H
I
in from the bullpen and pitch
“out o f a jam ?"
2600
REV.
Seventh
A.It depends on the situation. DOUGLAS
m
Most o f the time I ’m used to i t I PEDERSON
UNITED
| Grand
actually like the situation (relieving METHODIST .
>93
role). My percentage of allowing CHURCH
1 IflH
inherited runners to score was the

A

they’re Ml people. No mailer how
greet they are, they makemistakes
on and off the field (bo.
Q.What wee it like phehiag in
the World Series?
A.It was the pinnacle so far. We
didn’t win, but it was what you
dream o f doing when you're • kid.
I mobably won’t realize it until
I’m out o f baseball, but it is
definitely thrilling.
Q.Most pitchers dream of
pitching a ao-hitter, or a perfect
game. Since yon are a relief
pitcher, what do yon wish to
accomplish while you are in the
bjg leagues?
A.Winning the W orld Series,
that is a goal hopefully we’ll be
able to obtain this year. Another
thing is someday I’d like to lead
the league in saves.
Q.Do you ever wish the DH
rule didn’t exist so yon could
have the opportunity to bat?
A.Occasionally with somebody
likeTanana(Detroit)pitching,and
notRyan (Texas). I enjoyed hitting.
Regan, my coach at Grand Valley,
let me hit and I wanted to

T

T

ccnterfleld. I think it does affect
your pitching a little Ml
Q.Who h/was your idol In
A.I don’t really have an idol, I
was never that way as a kid. I
respect people who work herd
every day, and do things for
ch aritia ami kkls. I always admired
Jack M orris because o f the way he
pitches hard and works hard. I
respect Don Mattingly for his
ability o f playing well under
Steinbrcnner.
Q .W h o -is yoar favorite
baseball team?
A The Tigers, and they still are
my favorite team when w e’re not
playing them. We’re in different
divisions so I can still root for
them.
Q.Did you want to play for the
Tigers?
^
A N o, not really. I ’ve always
cheered for them, but I didn’t want
to play in Detroit. I wanted to get
away and prove myself. Besides I
enjoy playing for Oakland in a
nice ball park, with nice weather.
See CADARET, p. 12

GREG CADARET

T Y P I N G - Fast, accurate,
professional. Will type reports,
term papers, resumes, etc. Call
E x cellen t sta rter hom e
Knollwood Estates, Allendale. 74 4 5 6 - 6 8 5 1 or 538-5267 after
18-5tp
Liberty, 12 x 60, good condition, 5:30 p.m .
new carpet in bedrooms and bath.
Low lot ren t and payments] N E E D P A P E R S T Y P E D ?
$7900, accepting offers - moving Call Mike's Print Shop. Located
soon. __8 9 5 * 4 8 5 1 ev en in g s, on campus! Overnight service
6 6 9 -3 6 0 0 days (Pam).
possible. We type papers fast and
_____________ . 22-ltp at a price a college student can
AFFORD! Call 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
A TTN : "Violent vandals who 8 9 5 -7 3 1 2 .
19-4ip
paint Greek rocks" - You've seen
them on campus! Now is the
time! Buy your "GDI" sweatshirt
Travel
today. John, Jeff or Ray - Room
114, Commons.
22-ltp S P R I N G
BREAK
N A S S A U /P A R A D IS E
FO R SALE: Beautiful emerald IS L A N D
FRO M
$ 2 9 9 .0 0
green formal dress. Very classy Pkg. includes: roundtrip air,
and expensive.
S trap less, transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach
T-length, made of lam(j material. parties, free lunch, cruise, free
One year old, perfect condition. admission to nightclubs, taxes and
Asking $75 or best offer. Call more ! ! ! Organize small group,
784-2435 after 6 p.m.
18-tfnc earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113
o r (203)967-3330.
17-5tc

For Side

Meetings
Wanted
Come meet GVSU’s P u b l i c
R e la tio n s S tu d e n t S o ciety
of A m erica. Our next meeting
is Mon., Feb. 27 at 6:30 p.m.
KC/Cabin D. Jock Bliss, APR,
director o f public relations for
GVSU, will be our guest speaker.

Services

We match roommates!

6A

The alternative you deserve.

G R A N D VALLEY
APARTM ENTS

Right on the south edge of campus

PHONE: 895-6351

R E SE A R C H P A P E R S .
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025,
Toll Free (800) 3 5 1 -0 2 2 2 ,
Ext. 33. VISA/MC OR COD.
tfric

TY PIN G -Term papers, resumes,
etci R easo n ab le rates. Call
WORD
PROCESSING
SER V IC ES O F JEN ISO N at
457-1903 today!
20-4tp

W R IT E R S AND ARTIST:S- — 1
b e /
energetic, and able to meet
deadlines.
Prior experience
preferred, but not necessary. For
more info or to apply, stop into
The Lanthorn office, lower level
K irkhof Center, 8 9 5 -3 1 2 0 or
895-3608._______________ tfcc_
C L A SSIFIE D ADS w anted
for The Lanthorn. $3.00 for first
15 words. 150 for each additional
word. $1.00 for border. A ll ads
m ust be prepaid. The Lanthorn
office is in the lower level of
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The
L a n th o rn . Grand Valley State
University, Allendale, MI 49401.
D eadline is six days prior to
publication (Thursday at 5pm).
For our 10 words for $1 GVSU
student rate show your I.D. at the
Lanthorn office.
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1 love the Cubs! But, once again Pabnerk) for inconsistent reliever
OK all of fou Met Helen, there M artinez a n unpredictable arid
are a couple of East teams that could unreliable.
Cubs fans will have to wall. Much Milch Williams. A few more
Yes, the Pirates finished second like Atlanta, the Cubs have a host of blunders like that one, and the Cubs
dethrone those terrible Mets. One
of those teams is the SL Louis in the East last year. All Stare like young players like first baseman w on't see a pennant for a long time.
third baseman Bobby Bonilla and Mark Grace, second baseman Ty
Cardinals.
It is going to be a long time before
The Cardinals have all o f the tools center fielder Andy VanSlyke, 100 Griffin, shortstop Shawon Dunston, the Phils can put together a lineup
to compete in the E ast Evidence, a RBI's each are bona-fide stars. But, catcher Damon Berryhill, pitcher that can challenge for a pennant.
lineup filled with speedsters Vince the problem areas that the Pirates Greg Maddux, and fellow hurler The Steve Carltons and the Pete
Coleman, Willie McGee, Ozzie face are: 1. a young and shaky group MikeHarkey. Bank on these young Roses are gone and Mike Schmidt is
Smith and sluggers Pedro Guerrero o f starting pitchers 2. no shortstop, stars to bring some future pennants fading. So enjoy the development
and Tom Bnmansky. For the Rafael Belliard? Come on! 3. the to the Windy City.
of slugger Rickey Jordan and give
But, as for ’89, enjoy watching Mike Schmidt a well deserved
Cardinals to make any noise in the Pirates must have excellent seasons
East, Guerrero and Brunansky must from second baseman Jose Lind, second basemanRyne Sandberg and goodbye, because not much else will
hit20 homers apiece and drive in the left fielder Barry Bonds. Look for Rick Sutcliffe, along with the happen at Veterans Memorial
likes o f the speedy Coleman the Pirates to fall from their ’88 developmentoftheyoungerplayers. Stadium this year.
record unless a dominant pitcher Much like the Mets o f the early
consistently.
The Mets have the East, and next
The Cardinals pitching staff is emerges from the likes o f Brian 80’s, the Cubs are only waiting for week I will explore the AX W est
shaky and inexperienced at it’s best. Fisher, Mike Dunne, and Doug their immense talent to develop.
Familiar names like Danny Cox and Drabe.
Also, Jim Frey is a fool to trade
Todd Worrell will provide some CABARET
means o f com fort Y et it is the From p. 11_____________________
Q J)o you look forw ard to
younger arms like Joe Magrane,
A J always wanted to go to
A.I would probably say no a t this
Scott Terry, and Cris Carpenter that com ing back to M ichigan, and Michigan since I was a kid. I always point. What a diploma does is give
will either make or breakarun at the playing in Tiger stadium ?
lived and died with them, and I still you credibility, but what I’m doing
Mets. Power from Gurerrro and
A.Tiger stadium is one o f the watch them play. But I didn’t get a gives me a lot o f credibility also.
Bruno must figure into the equation biggest traditions in baseball. Ienjoy scholarship there, and I thought I
Q .W hat would be some advice
for a successful! Cardinal season.
playing there, plus Detroit is a tough would get lost in their baseball you could give to a baseball player
The third spot in the East will be team. I look forward to seeing all m y program. At Grand Valley I would at G rand Valley, trying to m ake
a dogfight between Montreal and family and freinds, b u t sometimes get to play. Besides I grew up on a the big leagues?
Pittsburgh. I feel that the Expos just the trip there wears me out from farm, and it was a comfortable place
A.No matter how small ofaschool
have a little too much experience to trying to see people.
logo.
you’re from, its the talent that makes
Q.W hile you were a t G rand
Q .D uring you days a t G rand the difference. No matter how good
be overtaken by Pittsburgh’s youth.
Montreal has four hitters that will Valley, and you didn’t have the Valley, w hat do you rem em ber you are, don’t plan on making the
determine their success in 1989. opportunity to play p ro baseball, m ost?
ball team and neglect school work.
Slugger first baseman Andres w hat would you have ended up
A.The new fieldhouse went up, You must have something to fall
Galarraga, Tim Raines, Hubie doing?
and my work study job was to drive back on. Just believe in yourselfand
Brooks and Tim Wallach. Thus,
A J don’t know. I tried out for the bus far the basketball team and work hard.
these four men will make or break basketball too,and I was a walk-on keep score for them. I also drove the
Q.W ho will be in the playoffs
the Expo hopes for this season, in baseball, so I was busy. I didn’t bus for the baseball team. We used this yeaij?
depending upon their numbers.
have a major at that time. I ended up to play intramural basketball and
A .If H iguera gets healthy,
The Expos pitching staff is shaky, pursuing a m ajor in physical have baseball practice in what is Milwaukee is going to be there, the
but has a capacity for brilliance. education. I wanted to teach sports now the weightroom, was our gym. rest o f that division (AX. East) is
Starters like Pascual Perez, benny and work with kids.
Q.You left G rand Valley as a down. We’re (Oakland A’s) going
Martinez, and Kevin Gross will
Q Jn high school w hat college ju n io r to pitch in th e big leagues. to win it again, we may not win over
couple with Randy Johnson for the o r university did you w ant to pitch Do you plan on finishing your 100 again. But we’ll win it again.
’89 staff. However, Perez and for?
college education?

The 1989 N.L. Bo* picture is
simple. Unless the M ett have tome
major injuries, there is not a team in
the East that can overtake them.
H ie Mets have an excellent lineup
top to bottom. Any other Eastern
club has at least a couple of holes to
fill, or problems with inexperience
or age. Thus, I conceed the NX.
East crown to the Mets and bid the
challengers the familiar “Wait til’
next year!"

As
Schaefer
Sees I t ..
"N.L. EAST "
The *89 Mets basically return a
cast of perfectly mixed veterans,
stars, and younger players. Veterans
like Bob Ojeda and Ron Darling
complement Dwight Gooden as he
complements young aces David
Cone, Randy Myers, and Dave W est
No staff in all of baseball can
compete with this year’s version of
the Mets.
I expect at least two twenty-game
winners in the Mets rotation tocome
from Cone, Gooden, Darling, and
Sid Fernandez.
However, we also can’t forget the
Mets hitters. Names like Carter,
S traw berry (39
hom ers),
McReynolds, and Jeffries (.321)
make for a nice lineup. Thus, I
expect the Mets to have the best
offensive attack.
Those tw o factors co u p led ,
together are a difficult barrier for
their opponents to overcome.

F A L L R E N T A L IN F O R M A T IO N
*New tenant sign-ups will begin at 9am, March 16th, 1989 at the swim
ming pool office. An initial $115.00 deposit is required.
*CAMPUS VIEW Apartments is now leasing for next fall for CAMPUS V IEW ten
ants. RETURNING students m ay sign up prior to M arch 3rd, 1989 by xontacting
___________________
apartm ent management.
•Studio, one bedroom and two bedroom floor plans offered for one to six people.
•Fully furnished, including drapes, sofa or loveseat, end tables and lamps, twin beds,
chairs, chest/dresser
•Quiet buildings provided.1

,

For more information call (616) 895-6678
between 1 - 5pm

